C O C KTAI L A NT H O L O G Y

The bar at Apéritif is a celebration of the rich beverage traditions of the
1930s when the world began to learn about the secret island of Bali and
the exotic nature of Ubud and its sublime beauty.
Apéritif is an establishment of grandeur created with an elegance that
transports its guests to a bygone era when an ethereal charm of Bali
prevailed despite what was a diﬃcult time in the island’s history.
The owning Syrowatka family designed the bar to capture the panache of
the past by serving elegant cocktails and housing one of Asia's ﬁnest
collections of globally sourced spirits, wines, and cigars.
Indonesia’s ﬁrst President, Pak Soekarno once said: JASMERAH, “Jangan
Sekali-sekali Melupakan Sejarah” or “Don't ever forget your history.”
The history of the island had its dark moments but the drinks were
inventive, fresh and intoxicating to inspire better times.

Panji Wisrawan
Head Mixologist

@aperitifbarbali

About Aperitif Restaurant & Bar
The multi-award-winning restaurant is lauded as one of the most sophisticated ﬁne dining destinations in Southeast Asia. Located next to the Viceroy Bali in a lush Ubud valley, the evocative interior
serves a reﬁned and creative degustation menu led by Chef Nic Vanderbeeken who blends culinary
traditions of the Spice Islands with distinctly modern European ﬂourishes and cooking techniques.

What's so special about the 1930's?
Apéritif is appreciated for its spacious luxury overlooking a lush tropical valley. The 60-seat restaurant
is opulently decorated in marble, dark woods, and bronze elements that summons the convivial and
grand atmosphere of a bygone era.
Apéritif provides a living snapshot of the island’s colonial history with a space showcasing authentic
period photographs that depict the last Dutch – Indonesian Viceroys of Bali and Yogyakarta. The dining
room’s captivating open interior has been the setting for numerous events and groups who relish the
period décor.
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What’s Different : Now & Then
Travellers began to discover Bali in the early 1920s. One of the ﬁrst pioneers to the island was the Royal Dutch Steam
Packet Company, the largest shipping agency worldwide by the late 1920's. The company added Bali to its itinerary and
so began the concept of tourism to the island. By 1930 there were a mere 100 visitors a year that reached the island’s
shores and a decade later the ﬁgure grew to only 250 adventurous people who would make their way to the island and
highland Ubud. With no accommodation available in Ubud, travellers were provided bungalows from Prince Gede
Agung Sukawati which he built for a circle of colorful artists he patronised.
What was to become the most exotic art colony in the world at that time began with the arrival of Walter Spies. In Ubud,
Spies encountered a culture as graceful and reﬁned as any he had encountered in the world, where everyone it
seemed was an artist of one sort or another. Here amongst the artists children learned to dance, enacting fables of
Hindu classic Ramayana stories to the exuberant, clangorous accompaniment of gamelan.
Another 1930's Bali expatriate, anthropologist Margaret Mead, was quoted as saying: "It is true that every village in Bali
diﬀers from every other in many conspicuous respects... that no single concrete statement about Bali is true of all of
Bali. But through diversity there runs a common ethos. Balinese culture is in many ways less like our own than any other
which has yet been recorded."
While the inﬂuence of a globalising world is saturated in modern tourism-focused Bali today, the structure of
community, religion and culture remains strong, permeating daily life in every regard. Tourists witness oﬀerings to the
Gods, celebratory cremation ceremonies and other colourful festivities that are uniquely Balinese and unchanged in
the same way that Margaret Mead observed 100 years ago.
Our humble tribute to this colourful history rests in our nuanced cocktail creations. Enjoy each sip and be sure to satisfy
your curiosity with our enlightened staﬀ on Balinese culture and of course mixology.
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Bali 1930’s
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Bali 1930’s

The Anthropologist
Margareth Mead
Margareth Mead is an anthropologist who retreated to a village in Bali called
Bayung Gede, located in the island’s central highlands. She documented 200
photographs from 1936 to 1939 where she vividly captured
the everyday lives of the men, women, and children of
Bayung Gede, their homes, and their temples.

IDR 190K
 
    
Bright and Elegant

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Bali 1930’s

The Novelist
Vicki Baum
Vicky Baum weaved the stories of the Balinese of the day – from peasants and
nobles to slaves and mystics – into an engaging narrative. Daily village life,
customs and rites of the peaceful and deeply spiritual Balinese are described in
great detail, capturing the essence of a critical event in Balinese history, which
earned the Dutch worldwide condemnation.

IDR 190K
   
          
Fruity and Spicy

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Bali 1930’s

The Composer
Colin McPhee
Colin

McPhee

was

the

ﬁrst Western

composer

to

make

an

ethnomusicological study of Bali. He studied with Edgard Varèse before
marrying (and eventually divorcing) Jane Belo and moving to Bali, where
McPhee's imagination was captured by the gamelan.

IDR 190K
     
      
  
Smoky and Bold
All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Bali 1930’s

The Primitivist
Walter Spies
Walter Spies (1895-1942) was a Moscow-born, German artist
who settled in the colonial Dutch East Indies from 1923. He
inﬂuenced the direction of Balinese art through Pita Maha, an
artist cooperative to provide guidance to local painters.

IDR 190K
 

  

        
Silky and Complex Sipper

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Bali 1930’s

The Illustrator
Miguel Covarrubias
The Illustrator captures the spirit of Miguel Covarrubias who in 1930 was captivated
by the beauty and culture of the island. His relentless pursuit for inspiration to
create art is inspired in a cocktail that evokes
the artist’s colorful past.

IDR 190K
   

  

     
 
Creamy and Punchy
All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Apéritif Classics
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Apéritif Classics

Aperitif Negroni - 190K
Add a touch of elegance to your Negroni with London Dry Gin “fat wash”
Extra Virgin Olive Oil. It is a sophisticated Negroni twist with richness
from smoked cheese to overall Aperitivo experience.
       
   

NEGRONI

The Truffle Hunter - 200K
This intensely complex yet balanced of our twist of Mezcal Negroni.
Inspired by the fellow friends of Albanian white truﬄe hunter.
Experience the Negroni from the land of Unknown.
      
   

Aged Boulevardier - 200K
The sweet notes of cacao nibs & dried orange add complexity to the
Whiskey based twist of Negroni, Barrel aged in an American oak barrel
creating an intriguing ﬂavour proﬁle.
               
  

Nightshade Negroni - 200K
A concoction of Tamarillo and Indonesian Coﬀee gives a tropical touch
in the classic negroni.
  
 

Negroni Flight - 450K
All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Can’t decide which negroni to have? take a negroni ﬂight and sample 3
diﬀerent negronis from our Negroni selections. Kindly ask our Bar staﬀ
for the best suggestion.

Apéritif Classics

Beeswax Sazerac - 220K
We took up the classic New Orleans staple a notch by adding a
double dose of bourbon & armagnac. Mesoyi wood adds a body
while beeswax fat wash brings smooth texture to the First cocktail
ever made.
            


P B & J - 200K
The childhood favourite sandwich is our new favourite twist on a
classic.

OLD
Fashioned

   
 

IL Padrino - 200K
Our twist of Godfather cocktail. We elevate the original recipe by
adding fernet branca for complexitiy and using 2 diﬀerent whiskey
for mature version of the Classic.
       


Old Fashioned - 200K
You can never go wrong with the classic.
     

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Apéritif Classics

Lion’s Tail - 190K
A fresh twist on a classic Whiskey Sour mixed with an acidiﬁed orange and complex
mix of ﬂavours for a result that is surprisingly fresh, accessible and exciting.
     
 

Mezcal Daisy- 190K
The combination of Mexican goodness in a modern classic Margarita. A true deﬁnition
of perfect modern classic twist.
     

Aperitif Reviver No. 3 - 190K
A sensational combination of contrasting spirits, this unassuming blend is as
intriguing as it is cunning. This is one cocktail you'll want to sip slowly to savour its
complex ﬂavours & aromas.
    


sour

Whiskey Sour XL- 230K
We love Whiskey Sour so much that we end up in a question, what’s better than a
whiskey sour? We agreed that’s a bigger, stronger, and tastier whiskey sour. Don’t
hesitate to have one and thanks us later.
 

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Apéritif Classics

Coronation #6 - 210K
Inspired by the coronation ceremony, this beverage is specially
Martini for those who want to feel like royalty.
   


Hotsy – Totsy - 200K
Our signature cocktail at Apéritif Bar is pure indulgence and requires
little description; a beautiful layer of bubbles yet with all the ﬂavour
perfectly intact.
     

Marilyn Monroe - 200K

mar

tini

One of the American bombshell's favourite drinks mixed with a dash
of Madagascar Vanilla and Caramelized Passion fruit to complete the
ensemble. The addition of Champagne brings elegance to the
beautiful concoction.
       
 

Espresso Martini - 170K
Even to say it is a mouthful. Open your door to the world of Espresso
Martinis with Housemade Butterscotch Coﬀee Liqueur. Watch this
seductively rich and creamy cocktail take its ﬁrst simmering sip to
become your new obsession.
             
  
All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Apéritif Classics

La Vie en Rose - 170K
Our master blenders combine Single Malt whisky and French rosé tea
Kombucha layered with hints of tropical herbs. Sip slowly, breathe in and relish
these delightful aromas and ﬂavours.
   

HIGH

Flower Carrier - 170K
Let this little resplendent beauty be the beginning of your day. If you have a
creative mind and bar cart, this is the ideal ﬂower carrier for you.
       

Wabi Sabi - 170K
A quiet celebration of natural simplicity and tranquillity. This delicate set
features artfully blended Japanese green teas with hints of premium
Genmaicha Tea & Yuzu. Sounds like a simple union but the subtle taste is
uniquely complex.
  

BALL

Paloma- 170K
the perfect refreshment with mexican goodness. Our own Lacto ferment
Grapefruit brings complexity like no other Paloma you’ve tried before.
     

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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Apéritif Classics

Yellow Claw - 75K
A sumptuous drink that coats the palate in a velvety smooth texture
along with a spicy ﬁnish leaving you desiring another sip!
  

MOCK

Apero Cosmo - 75K
Not a word but an amazing drink. A refreshing widely appealing
cocktail with a fruity ﬁzz that will leave you quenched and restored.
     

Pandan Egg Not - 75K
Ease into this sweet mocktail to discover the wonders of pandan's
naturally occurring sugars and its creamy and rich consistency. A
taste of paradise for all sweet drink lovers.
     
 

Lemon 3 Times - 75K

RITIF

Come together in harmonious simplicity. This curiously-intoxicating
drink is made with three natural ingredients: Kalamansi, Yuzu, and
Lime. Stand by to be reinvigorated.
   

Fermented Section - 75K
These selections of drink is refreshing on warm days and perfect for
rainy night.
  

All prices are subject to 21% service and tax
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